
YearOfTheRabbit Whitepaper

YearOfTheRabbit ($YOTR) is an ambitious Chinese New 
Year project on the BSC network. Using a collection of 
team members who are knowledgeable about the 
current state of the BSC nanocap market, we have 
released a token that is designed to rocket up to 
hundreds of times your return on investment.

The project is ran by based developer who's known by 
spending on non-stop on marketing, getting every single 
influencer, taking every community suggestion into 
consideration.

The team is very transparent with every stage of the 
process and we hope that you will take the time to join us



in chat to discuss future plans and the prospects of this 
token. On the following pages will be a breakdown of the 
tokenomics of YearOfTheRabbit.

TOKENOMICS

There is a max transaction limit of 1% of the total supply, 
with a maximum wallet size of 2%.

A 10% tax is taken out of each YearOfTheRabbit

distributed as follows: 6% Marketing, 2% Team & 2% 
Liquidity Pool

These tokenomics allow for YearOfTheRabbit marketing 
wallet to grow so we spread our mission statement.

UTILITY

Our main utility is so far to bring cool Rabbit themed NFT 
collection also we're trying to develop as much utility we 
can in future. Remember we're a Chinese New Year 
"meme" coin.



MARKETING

Everyone learns of YearOfTheRabbit in their own way, 
there are many audiences out in the world of crypto 
investing and it’s our due diligence to reach them. A 
marketing wallet and tax allows for the volume of 
YearOfTheRabbit to support our mission statement and 
provide funds in order to grow the potential holders and 
volume of thetoken. This is critical to our success!

LIQUIDITY POOL

The final tokenomic tool is a tax which sends funds to the
liquidity pool. By increasing the available liquidity we are 
establishing a rising price floor and more stable 
ecosystem. The goal here is to prevent larger dips when 
whales sell their tokens later in the life cycle of 
YearOfTheRabbit and making our dedicated holders rest 
easier with their investment.




